Rapid and efficient isotachophoretic preconcentration in free solution coupled with gel electrophoresis separation on a microchip using a negative pressure sampling technique.
We present a novel isotachophoresis-gel electrophoresis (ITP-GE) microchip system designed for rapid and efficient isotachophoretic preconcentration coupled with gel electrophoresis separation by using a negative pressure sampling technique. The overall ITP-GE procedure involves only three steps: sample loading, ITP preconcentration and GE separation and was controlled by a simple and compact negative pressure sampling device, which is composed of a vacuum vessel, a three-way electromagnetic valve and a single high voltage power supply. During the sample loading stage, a negative pressure was applied via a three-way electromagnetic valve in headspace of the two sealed sample waste reservoirs (SWs). A sandwiched sample zone between a leading and a terminating electrolyte zone was formed in the channel intersection in less than 1s. Once the three-way electromagnetic valve was switched to connect SWs to ambient atmosphere to release vacuum in SWs, ITP preconcentration in free solution and GE separation in the 4% hydroxyethylcellulose (HEC) sieving material were consequently activated under the electric potentials applied. The performance of present approach was evaluated by using DNA fragments as model analytes. Compared to conventional cross microchip GE using electrokinetic pinched injection, an average signal enhancement of 185-fold was obtained with satisfactory resolution. The results demonstrated the ITP-GE approach possessing an exciting potential of high sensitivity and short sampling time with significant simplification in operation and instrumentation.